
Christmas Stocking Tutorial

First off I need to say that I did not invent this way of making these stockings.    This method was from 
a link I saw posted on an embroidery forum.  If you do a search for “Magic Christmas Stocking”, it will 
take you to the original directions.
Materials I used: Muslin (for lining), Print (outside of stocking), fleece (for cuff) and a ribbon for 
hanging.  I do not use batting as the original directions indicate.

Here are stockings awaiting their cuffs.  I stitched these out in about an hour.  The most time 
consuming was ironing my fabric prior to cutting.

Both the lining and outside fabrics are cut right side togethers – But WAIT! Don't cut yet!

Here are my fabrics.  (The outside is not folded right sides together yet.) and my pattern.  Once I 
printed out my pattern, I fused it using Heat & Bond to a manila folder because I'm going to draw 
around my pattern, not cut out on the lines!  If you have some template plastic and think you'll make a 
few of these, by all means, use it!
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Here you see my drawn pattern.  I've folded my print fabric right sides together and layed my pattern 
on top to make sure I have room.  Then I rough cut around my drawn lines leaving at least ½”

I then lay that cut out lining on top of my print fabric and pin around to secure.  Then I cut around that.
Don't worry about the top – we'll trim that in just a minute.
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I use my serger and sew on the drawn line.  But a regular sewing machine will work, I just really like 
that the serger sews and trims the excess all at once!
 Then we trim the top on the drawn line:

Now here is where the magic happens.  Reach down between the outside fabric (between the two right 
sides):

and turn the right side out.  Reach in between the two lining pieces and smooth your stocking curves.
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Your stocking is now ready for it's cuff.  Just a note here:  I have seen these stockings done where the 
top edge is simply serged or satin stitched and that's okay, too.  I prefer to see the stockings with a cuff.  
Now I'm going to add a bit of chit chat here.

     When I make these stockings, I make quite a few at one time.  I usually use just a cheap muslin for 
the lining but I also use scraps and have been known to piece for the linings and even patchwork for the 
outside!  Anyway... I will take a big piece of muslin, fold it in half and draw as many stockings as I can 
on it, making sure to leave that ½” space between.  I take that and lay it on top of outside/printed fabric 
that has also been folder in half with right sides together, put a few pins in the drawn stockings to 
secure and cut all 4 layers at one time.  Stack them up and they are ready to sew.  For my cuffs on these 
stockings I'm using white fleece.  Because I already had quite a few cuffs ready, I will try to explain 
how I do it and show a drawing (remember, I am not an artist)

I measure the top of my sewn stocking that has been turned right side out.  I take that measurement and 
multiply it by 2 and add ½” for a seam allowance.  In this case, my stocking top measured 8¼” and X 2 
equaled 16½” plus my seam allowance of ½” and I needed to cut a strip of fleece 17” wide.  I folded 
my fleece in half with selvedges meeting and cut that 17”, unfolded and stitched the cut edges together 
to form a tube.  I then cut that tube into 4” segments.  I like the amount of cuff that shows after 
stitching.  Another little note here:  If you have a curvy or pinking blade for your rotary cutter, you 
could use that to add a little interest to your cuff bottom.  Because this is fleece, there is no need to hem 
as there won't be any frayed edges.  And yes, felt will work well or any other fabric you have ... be 
creative and use what you have available.  Okay, the next page shows my drawing:
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Now let's add the cuff:  I cut a piece of ribbon 5” long and simply made a loop and pin it to the heal 
side of the stockings.  I pin the cuff right side to lining side of stocking>

See how nice the lining is finished /\.  I use my regular sewing machine and stitch around the top, using 
the edge of my presser foot as a seam guide.  And I have found that using a walking foot is beneficial at 
this point.
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Pull out your cuff and finger press the seam toward the stocking body.  Turn cuff over and leave about 
the seam width from the top.  Well, actually if you want it to be flush across the top, that's okay.  I 
sometimes have some pretty wild linings and might not want them to be real visible :-)....  Then I top 
stitch around the top to secure and the stocking is DONE!!!!

These stockings have space for appliques, embroidery, etc... And the cuffs can also be decorated by 
using glitter paint / glue and glitter / decorative stitching / the possibilities are endless.  
I hope you find this tutorial helpful and I hope that if you make them for family and friends that you'll 
also take some time to make a few to donate to your favorite charity...


